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presents. However, whether such an
approach would be useful as the primary
engine in unraveling and explaining the
natural world still needs to be tested.
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Beginning Perl for Bioinformatics is
an aptly-titled reference. While the Perl
code it presents is elementary, it is tailored
specifically fora series ofcommon tasks in
biological computing - from sequence
parsing and translation, to working with
GenBank formatted files and managing
BLASToutputs.Taken alongside the ubiqui-
tous Learning Perl (O'Reilly), it is a useful
reference for any biologist or biochemist
interested in starting simple programming;
even more advanced readers may find some
novel techniques in its pages.
This reference provides a welcome
respite from the dozens of programming
manuals that approach instruction as an
opportunity to reproduce vast tracts of
code in "working program" form, presum-
ably for the student to transcribe verbatim
or, better yet, copy from the included CD.
Beginning PerlforBioinformatics is refresh-
ingly free of such inclusions (and doesn't
include aCD): instead,itpresentsthepivotal
lines ofcode for each function in question.
Looking to translate DNAto RNA? Rather
than reproducing an entire program, com-
plete with comments and subroutines, why
not just take the key line and the knowl-
edge that the "tr" function will happily per-
form this translation and more? Because of
this format, this reference is most useful
for those who know the basics ofprogram
creation (the sort ofthing you pick up very
quickly with Learning Perl) and are in
search of a specific syntax, approach, or
simple algorithm to help with acertain bio-
logically relevant procedure.
In this regard, Beginning Perl for
Bioinformatics covers the basics quite well,
though I would have liked to see some
less-standard approaches. For instance, I
recently had to grab a set of nucleotides
from specific positions in the yeast genome,
using chromosome number and nucleotide
number as the references, with the raw
genome split in multi-line format. While
this ended up being very straightforward to
code, the approach is not always obvious to
a beginner and this book might benefit from
inclusion of some interesting loop design.
Probably one of the key rites of pas-
sage in beginning basic bioinformatics
work is moving your BLAST searches to a
local machine. In the beginning, web-based
BLAST access will suffice, but faced with
largerjobs it becomes necessary to invoke
local instances of the algorithm, and then
manage the output. Over the past few years,
I have spent a good deal of time creating
utilities for managing these programs and
for parsing and further processing of their
output, and I am pleased to see that this
book tackles this important issue as well.
While its BLAST parsing is basic, readers
will gain a sense ofhow to approach these
procedures; which, in the case ofotherwise
savvy scientists faced with an interesting
problem, is likely all you need. With abun-
dant Perl references available online, no
syntax or function is more than a Google
search away - armed with the foundation
gained from the approaches in Beginning
PerlforBioinformatics, and equipped with a
strong desire to get answers from yourdata,
you will be finding novel approaches to your
programming problems in no time. As in
introduction to hands-on bioinformatics,
Beginning Perlfor Bioinformatics excels,
and fills what I had previously observed to
be a real void in the O'Reilly line. I gladly
recommend this reference for scientists
who wish to begin basic informatics, and
others with an interest in the area.
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